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The immune system is an interesting natural example

of a multi-agent system. It is composed of a large num-

ber and variety of components distributed through-

out the body. Individual actions of vast numbers of

cells, and their interactions with even larger numbers

of molecular mediators, determine the course of an in-

fection. In most cases, this distributed collection of

agents protects organisms against a wide variety of

attacks. Understanding the principles by which this

system works is important not only for learning to

control diseases, but also for understanding control of

distributed systems in general.

Cell actions are governed largely by molecular signals.

Each cell expresses on its surface an enormous number

of receptors for a variety of di�erent chemicals. These

receptors bind to extracellular molecules, or molecules

on the surfaces of other cells. Which subsets of recep-

tors are bound determines whether cells die, divide,

move, di�erentiate, or produce molecules for secretion

or expression on their surfaces. As each type of re-

ceptor is speci�c for a certain kind of molecule, its

expression determines whether a cell is `listening' for a

speci�c kind of information. Intracellular signalling

mechanisms connected to these receptors determine

the response to each such signal. In addition, interac-

tions between intracellular signalling pathways cause

the cell's response to be a function of combinations of

external signals.

Segel and Bar-Or (Segel and Bar-Or 1999) demon-

strated how certain kinds of molecular signals can pro-

vide feedback to tune the immune system response.

In addition to eliminating an invading pathogen, an

immune response often causes incidental damage to

the host. Recruitment of immune system e�ectors to

an infected area results in inammation, with nega-
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tive e�ects on blood circulation and local tissue in-

tegrity. Toxins required to kill certain pathogens may

also damage host cells. Segel and Bar-Or presented

this as a case of conicting goals: the immune response

should kill dangerous pathogens but should not harm

the host. They showed how chemical signals indicating

when pathogens were being killed and when host cells

were being damaged could be used to adjust the re-

sponse so as to minimize both kinds of damage. Here,

we expand on this earlier work by using genetic algo-

rithms to explore what forms of feedback information

are most useful in the model system.

A standard approach to modeling the immune system,

and the one taken by Segel and Bar-Or, is to derive a

set of di�erential equations that describe the changes

in concentrations of the relevant cell and molecule

types over time. These equations describe the aver-

age behavior of the system, assuming ideal mixing.

Segel and Bar-Or's minimal model includes one kind of

pathogen P and one kind of immune system e�ector

E, which kills pathogens by secreting a toxic chemi-

cal N (such as nitric oxide). N damages host cells as

well as killing pathogens. This is a simpli�ed model of

the dual nature of inammatory responses in general.

If pathogens cause damage at rate hP , and the nox-

ious chemical causes damage at rate hN , then we can

represent the total damage done during an immune

response as:

Z
hPP + hNN (1)

The concentration of e�ectors grows in proportion to

pathogen levels (with coeÆcient �P ) up to some satu-

ration limit Emax, and decays at a �xed rate gE:

dE

dt
= �PPE(1�

E

Emax
)� gEE

N is secreted by e�ectors at rate s and decays at rate



gN :

dN

dt
= sE � gNN

Pathogens reproduce at �xed rate r. For pathogen

killing, a \mass action" encounter rate EP is assumed

and the killing e�ectiveness of an encounter is taken

proportional to N, with coeÆcient a.

dP

dt
= rP � aEPN

The secretion rate s is critical in this model: if it is

too low, the pathogen will not be controlled and will

do too much damage; if it is too high, the amount

of incidental damage by the immune response will be

high. An optimal value of s is one resulting in the min-

imum damage to the system; but this optimal value is

dependent on pathogen virulence and susceptibility to

e�ectors. No �xed secretion rate will perform well in

all situations.

Segel and Bar-Or reasoned that the immune response,

and in particular the secretion rate of N , should be

controlled by feedback indicating whether damage is

occurring to the host, and whether e�ectors are suc-

cessful in eliminating pathogens. This information

could be represented by two chemicals: K, created

during pathogen killing, and H , created during host

damage. cK and cH are the respective rates of pro-

duction of these chemicals. (See (Segel and Bar-Or

1999) for speci�c molecules and evidence that they

may function as `kill indicators' or `harm indicators'.)

Each chemical also has a �xed decay rate, gK and gH :

dK

dt
= cK(aEPN)� gKK

dH

dt
= cH(hPP + hNN)� gHH

H is composed of damage done by both pathogens and

the immune response; one way to provide an estimate

of each of the two components is given by:

HP =
H

1 + kPN

HN = H �HP =
kPNH

1 + kPN

Segel and Bar-Or chose the following form for s:

s = s1 +
s2KHP

1 + s3HN + s4KHP

= s1 +
s2KH

1 + kPN + s3kPNH + s4KH

(2)

This makes the secretion rate dependent on informa-

tion about the current state of the system. Indica-

tions that dangerous pathogens are being killed (KHP
term) upregulate the response to some saturation level,

while damage done by the immune response downreg-

ulates the response. This should allow the immune

response to adapt to di�erent pathogenic challenges.

Indeed, Segel and Bar-Or found that this adaptive se-

cretion rate also caused less total damage during a re-

sponse to a single pathogen than the optimal secretion

rate for that pathogen (Segel and Bar-Or 1999).

In this paper, we explore methods for automatically

discovering and optimally quantitating such adaptive

response mechanisms. The general approach is to

make the system exible enough to respond to many

kinds of available information, then select speci�c

forms that are particularly e�ective at achieving the

goals of the system. In the given model, there are a

number of di�erent ways that feedback could be used.

Given the goal of minimizing damage to the host, how

should e�ectors use the available chemical signals to

adjust the secretion rate of N appropriately? Even

in this rather simple case, there are many possible in-

teractions, and nonlinearity in the equations makes it

diÆcult to predict the overall results of these interac-

tions. We use an evolutionary search to explore this

rather large and irregular space.

We implemented the model described above in Gepasi,

a biochemical simulator package developed by Pe-

dro Mendes (Mendes 1997). Gepasi incorporates

several tools to handle numerical integration, opti-

mization and plotting of model dynamics. We used

Gepasi's genetic algorithm, which encodes each pa-

rameter in oating-point representation. It uses multi-

point crossover, performed only at gene boundaries.

Mutation adds a random value chosen from a nor-

mal distribution with zero mean and standard devia-

tion of 10% of the parameter value (but not exceeding

boundaries on that parameter). Tournament selection

is used, with each individual competing with 20% of

the population, chosen at random. The number of gen-

erations is �xed. If the �ttest individual remains the

same for several generations, the least �t individuals

in the population are replaced by randomly-generated

individuals. Equation (1) for the total damage was

used as the �tness function.

We started with a general form for s that allowed ex-

citatory and/or inhibitory inuences from all of the

molecules in the system, some in combination; this is

shown in equation (3). Values for all of the param-

eters in the above equation were allowed to vary be-

tween 0.0 and 2.0, except for m7, which was required



s = s1 + s2
m1 +m2K +m3H +m4N +m5NH +m6KH

m7 +m8K +m9H +m10N +m11NH +m12KH
(3)

s = s1 + s2
m1 +m2K +m3H +m4N +m5NH +m6KH + n1NK + n2P + n3E

m7 +m8K +m9H +m10N +m11NH +m12KH + n4NK + n5P + n6E
(4)

to be nonzero to avoid divide-by-zero errors. The ini-

tial concentrations and parameters other than those in

the equation for s were set as in the previous work 1

(Segel and Bar-Or 1999). We used a population size

of 100 and 100 generations.

Although the adaptive secretion rate suggested by

Segel and Bar-Or (equation (2)) is a special case of

equation (3), the GA does not reproduce equation (2).

There are some similarities, but the best solutions re-

sulted in less total damage than that produced by

equation (2). As expected, many of the parameters

were set to zero (or extremely low values indistinguish-

able from zero for our purposes), leaving an expression

of the form:

s = s2
m3H +m6KH

m7 +m10N +m11NH

Parameter values in the best solution were as follows:

s2 = 0:008, m3 = 0:001, m6 = 0:735, m7 = 0:05,

m10 = 1:967, m11 = 0:001.

Figure (1) shows how the secretion rate and its con-

tributing terms vary over the course of the simulation.

The m3H term is very small, but essential for causing

the initial secretion of N . It replaces the �xed base

secretion rate s1 in equation (2). Remember that K

is produced when pathogens are killed, which cannot

happen until N is produced, so if m3 were zero, no N

would ever be secreted. However, once production has

begun, the second term of the numerator becomes the

primary positive inuence on N secretion. A similar

term was used in equation (2); in both cases, upregula-

tion depends on indications that dangerous pathogens

are being destroyed.

The primary negative inuence on N secretion is pres-

ence of N itself. Since N always does damage to the

system in this model, it makes sense that its produc-

tion should depend on the levels already available.

This is an example of direct negative feedback, but

is used in combination with other forms of feedback.

1hP = 1:0, hN = 1:0, �P = 0:1, Emax = 100, gE = 0:1,
gN = 1:0, r = 0:1, a = 0:02, cK = 5:0, gK = 1:0, cH = 1:0,
gH = 1:0, kP = 1:0. Initially: P = 10, E = 1, N = K =
H = 0.

In the general form for s given in equation (3), terms

dependent on cellular concentrations P and E were

not included. In the real system, concentrations of

molecules make them better candidates for feedback

signals, but e�ector cells are also capable of detecting

pathogens and other e�ectors directly. To see what

di�erence this capability might make, we tried another

form of s, shown in equation (4). None of the solutions

found by the GA for this equation were better than

that described above (which is also a speci�c instance

of this equation). At least for this speci�c problem,

the additional information does not seem to o�er any

advantage.

Although we have treated this as an optimization

problem, we do not claim that evolution optimizes the

immune response in this way. The exact values and

forms of the above equations are not as important as

the understanding of which kinds of feedback signals

have some evolutionary advantage and why. These ex-

amples show us how feedback in the immune system

could work, and the kinds of e�ects di�erent signals

might have on the developing response. They suggest

certain mechanisms to look for in the immune systems

of real organisms.

The above tests are just a beginning; they were all

performed with a single set of parameters describ-

ing the characteristics of the pathogen and e�ectors.

In other words, our model immune system was only

tested against a single kind of pathogen, under one set

of initial conditions. To evaluate whether the adaptive

secretion strategies described above are truly adaptive,

a wider range of pathogen parameters and initial con-

ditions must be explored. Ideally, individuals in the

GA would be challenged with multiple pathogens of

varying virulence. The �tness measure would then

be a composite of results from each individual `infec-

tion'; this would ensure that the best individuals used

broadly applicable feedback strategies.

Another important area for future research is in ap-

plying the results of such a survey to spatial models.

Di�erential equations only approximate the dynamics

of a spatially distributed system of discrete agents. It

is unlikely that the exact parameter values will map di-

rectly to agent-based systems. However, they do pro-
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Figure 1: Time course of the simulated immune response, using the parameter values for the best GA solution

found (shown in the text). The plot shows the magnitude of the secretion rate s and its variable component

terms. Note the logarithmic scale in the y axis.

vide a measure of the relative importance of di�erent

signals and interactions.

Although there is a great deal of work left to be done

on this speci�c problem, the current work illustrates an

interesting approach to design of multi-agent systems.

Many systems of interest have a number of conicting

goals like those described above, and require similar

kinds of `di�use feedback' to resolve those goals (Segel

2000). A mathematical formulation of the system, to-

gether with an evolutionary strategy for evaluating dif-

ferent approaches, allows broad exploration of possible

designs. This can be much less time-consuming than

experimenting with designs individually.
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